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Introduction :

E-learning was a stage where there was a blast of electronic

power with the rapid advancement of electronic gadgets and

communication technology. This stage is truly the birth of

E-learning as E-learning grew to its full potential with the

schools and higher institutions all embraced technology

compulsorily in the form of computer labs, e-boards and

use of internet resources abundantly. Historically, Jay Cross

(2004) is credited with coining the term ‘E-learning’ in 1998.

However, the term seems to have been in use as far back as

1997 when Aldo Morri wrote an article for Telephony

Online. A bright future for distance learning: One Touch/

Hughes alliance promotes interactive distance learning –

now known as ‘E-learning, has boomed along with the

growth in the Internet and corporate intranets.

E of e-learning has been buzzword in all fields so much so

that now any sector of society using power of information

and communication technology puts a prefix before its
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 ABSTRACT :

In the current era, where technology is rapidly evolving, education has also taken the support of ICT and now offers

convenient ways to help increase the knowledge, education and literacy status of people. E-learning platform provides

anywhere, anytime easy access for up gradation of knowledge and skills. It provides a platform wherein the individual

gets a customized package related to key thematic areas, through a self-guided process.E-learning is an interdisciplinary

concept and is a product of various related fields. On analysing it becomes apparent that e-learning has not descended

from a single field but has come into existence due to development of various disciplines of information and communication

technology (ICT). Three major disciplines which directly contributed towards growth of e-learning are distance learning,

educational technology and advancement of internet technology.

E-learning was a stage where there was a blast of electronic power with the rapid advancement of electronic gadgets

and communication technology. This stage is truly the birth of E-learning as E-learning grew to its full potential with

the schools and higher institutions all embraced technology compulsorily in the form of computer labs, e-boards and

use of internet resources abundantly. The major events of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) history

contributing towards this stage are many. In this paper we try to examine the uses and benefits of E-learning and also

how it is helpful as a medium of new educational technology.
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conventional name like e-governance, e-education or e-

democracy. Electronic devices and internet has become so

much associated with e-learning that majority of its

definitions given all across the world are based on its

electronic features like internet, electronic devices or internet

communication framework. Some of the major definitions

under these conventional perspectives of understanding e-

learning.

A Brief History of E-Learning :

The term “e-learning” has only been in existence since 1999,

when the word was first utilized at a CBT systems seminar.

Other words also began to spring up in search of an accurate

description such as “online learning” and “virtual learning”.

However, the principles behind e-learning have been well

documented throughout history, and there is even evidence

which suggests that early forms of e-learning existed as far

back as the 19th century.
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 The major events of Information and Communication

Technology (ICT) history contributing towards this stage

have been:-

• Origin of Internet: in year 1960 The United States

government commissioned to build robust, fault-

tolerant communication computer network. This was

the origin of Internet.  The already existing ARPANET

served as primary precursor network for

interconnecting emerging networks of regional,

academic and military to make World Wide Web.

• Origin of wireless communication: in 1962, the

world’s first active communications satellite, Telstar

1was launched at AT& T bell laboratories. This was

the dawn of revolutionary era of wireless

communication.

• Fourth Generation Computers: the microprocessors

brought the fourth generation of computers as

thousands of integrated circuits were built on a single

silicon chip. The Intel 4004 chip developed in 1971,

located all the components of the computer from the

central processing unit and memory to input / output

controls – on single chip. 1981 IBM introduced its

first computer for the home users, in 1984 Apple

introduced the Macintosh. Microprocessors

computers were small and handy so they became more

powerful. They could be linked together to form

networks, which eventually led to the development

of the Internet. Fourth generation computers also saw

the development of GUIs, the mouse and handheld

devices.

• Birth of modern distance learning: final contender in

the development of e-learning is advancement of

distance learning through internet. The origin of first

distance education is considered to be 1840 when

Isaac Pitman taught his pupils shorthand via

correspondence. But modern distance learning took

leap with the growing power of e-learning. The first

Open University in Britain started utilized potential

of e-learning to offer wider range of interactive

educational courses via e-mail to students.

With the advent of World Wide Web supported by satellite

communication and 4th generation computer system e-

learning entered into school teaching with the teachers using

it for preparing classroom teaching material all over the

world. As it was already being used for higher education so

e-learning completely took over the education world. Apart

from that industry started recognizing its power for training

needs and other selectors of society like governance, banking,

telecom etc. have started using primary and secondary

benefits of “e” (electronically enhanced communication)

learning.

Today e-learning has become the ultimate solution to all the

teaching- learning situations ranging from pedagogy to

Heutagogy (Study of Self Determined Learning). It has

moved far beyond the boundaries of educational institutions

becoming the most effectual medium of knowledge exchange

among various partners of society namely industries,

corporate houses, government departments, science and

research etc. so diverse are its applications that apart from

teaching, it is required for training, instruction, skill

acquisition, learning and many more purposes. Modern high

tech gadgets and high speed internet technology have

multiplied its potential manifold making it truly “anytime

any where –lifelong- life- wide” medium of learning. Its

versatility and adoptability to innumerable situations have

conceived various terms corresponding to its completely or

partially. Some of the common terms used synonymously

with it are multimedia learning, technology- enhanced

learning, computer- based instructions, computer based

training, computer –assisted instruction or computer –aided

instructions, internet based training, online education, online

learning etc. Further it is often used interchangeably with

some less similar concepts of virtual campus, online courses,

virtual learning, learning management system, Massive

Open Online, distance learning, life long learning etc. which

may be part of the e-learning universe bur are not sufficient

equal to it. Just by considering so wide array of terms used

synonymously with e-learning we can imagine its universal

reach and complicated structure. It can be crudely

understood as inclusive of all forms of educational

technology in learning and teaching to provide high value

integrated learning: anytime, anyplace.

An e-learning timeline :

Long before the internet was launched, distance courses were

being offered to provide students with education on

particular subjects or skills. In the 1840’s Isaac Pitman

taught his pupils shorthand via correspondence. This form
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of symbolic writing was designed to improve writing speed

and was popular amongst secretaries, journalists, and other

individuals who did a great deal of note taking or writing.

Pitman, who was a qualified teacher, was sent completed

assignments by his students via the mail system and he would

then send them more work to be finished.

In 1924, the first testing machine was invented. This device

allowed students to tests themselves. Then, in 1954, BF

Skinner, a Harvard Professor, invented the “teaching

machine”, which enabled schools to administer programmed

instruction to their students. It wasn’t until 1960 however

that the first computer based training program was

introduced to the world.

This computer based training program (or CBT program)

was known as PLATO-Programmed Logic for Automated

Teaching Operations. It was originally designed for students

attending the University of Illinois, but ended up being used

in schools throughout the area.

Online learning today :

With the introduction of the computer and internet in the

late 20th century, e-learning tools and delivery methods

expanded. The first MAC in the 1980’s enabled individuals

to have computers in their homes, making it easier for them

to learn about particular subjects and develop certain skill

sets. Then, in the following decade, virtual learning

environments began to truly thrive, with people gaining

access to a wealth of online information and e-learning

opportunities.

In the 2000’s, businesses began using e-learning to train

their employees. New and experienced workers alike now

had the opportunity to improve upon their industry

knowledge base and expand their skill sets. At home

individuals were granted access to programs that offered

them the ability to earn online degrees and enrich their lives

through expanded knowledge. Today, e-learning is more

popular than ever, with countless individuals realizing the

benefits that online learning can offer.

Benefits :

Those of us who are actively involved in the e-learning are

well aware of the advantages e-learning can provide to an

organization, and to the individual, and in the past year or

so, these advantages are becoming recognized among the

general public.

The flexible nature of e-learning means that we are likely to

encounter it in everyday life. Some people seek it out in for

additional learning opportunities, and for career

advancement. While others may accidentally stumble upon

it when watching a short training on their smartphone about

their latest application.

Simply put, e-learning is everywhere, and it certainly comes

with some pretty awesome advantages – such as:

• It’s what learners want - really

• Faster delivery

• Lower costs

• More effective learning

• Lower environmental impact.

 It’s what learners want - really :

The recent report from Towards Maturity on the gap between

corporate learning and what learners actually want highlights

that, when given a choice, learners want mobile, relevant,

personalised and self-paced content at a point of need. What

they get, is often a little different - with too much emphasis

on face-to-face and long courses.

The digital revolution and smartphone boom has triggered

huge changes in how we access, consume, discuss, and share

content. Naturally, learning is following suit. Whilst many

want learning at a point of need, many learn in evenings

and at weekends and on the way to or from work. 

A key benefit to getting your learning online and multi-

device is that it ensures you are in sync with modern learners

- delivering the type of content they want, when they want

it. Get learners on-side, and you’re more likely to get the

results you need. Plus, digital, self-paced learning can be

accessed at point of need, not somewhere else - like a

classroom far away - so employees can apply what they’ve

learnt straight away. 

The Towards Maturity report and our Insights report, also

highlight learners’ leaning towards social and collaborative

learning. Technology can support and enable this, at a global

scale. So, basically, digital is where it’s at, all- round.

 Faster Delivery :

At a time when change is faster than ever, a key advantage

of e-learning is that it has quicker delivery cycle times than

traditional classroom-based instruction. In fact, research
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indicates that e-learning reduces learning time by at least

25 to 60 percent when compared to traditional learning. E-

learning cuts down on the training time required because:

• it does not take as long to start and wrap up a learning

session.

• learners set their own pace, rather than the pace of

the group.

• no travel time is needed to get to and from training

events.

• learners can focus on elements of a programme they

need to learn and can skip what they already know.

Alongside these factors, there is also a practical limitation

on how quickly learning can be rolled out with classroom-

based instruction, as the capacity to deliver is limited by

the number of available classrooms and trainers. Our rapid

e-learning service on the other hand, has enabled

organisations to create and roll out training programmes

within weeks, or even days.

Lower Costs :

Because of the speed and ease in which e-learning is

delivered, the costs of learning and development for an

organisation are drastically reduced.

There are the immediate cost-effective gains of e-learning

in terms of reducing training time as well as cost-effective

savings in terms of trainers, course materials, travel and

accommodation. However, it is equally important to

highlight that e-learning, when done right, can also improve

an organisation’s profitability. City & Guilds Kineo has a

number of ROI case studies which demonstrate the

immediate and long-term financial benefits of e-learning,

including: 

McDonald’s who saved £5m over 2 years with their

Business Controls E-learning, as well as seeing a 10% sales

growth as a result of the training. .

More Effective E-learning :

E-learning courses can have a positive and direct impact on

an organisation’s profitability by making it easy to learn

and digest information.

Studies on e-learning and evidence found in City & Guilds

Kineo case studies have made it increasingly clear that e-

learning has the following positive benefits for learners:

• better attitude toward the e-learning format and

training in general.

• improved scores on tests, certifications or other

evaluations.

• increase in number of learners who achieve ‘mastery’

level and / or ‘pass’ exams.

• greater ability to apply the new knowledge or

processes on the job.

• better long-term retention of information.

Lower Environmental Impact :

By providing an alternative to the paper-based learning and

testing of traditional classrooms, e-learning is an effective

way for organisations to significantly reduce their carbon

footprint.

A study by the Open University found that on average, the

production and provision of distance learning courses

consumed nearly 90 percent less energy and produced 85

percent fewer CO2 emissions per student than conventional

campus-based university courses.

The key areas in which e-learning lowers an organisations’

environmental impact are as follows:

• cuts down on the travel and accommodation costs

associated with undertaking a course

• reduces the need for a campus site and the

accompanying costs of maintaining the facility and

equipment

• eliminates the need for paper, thus saving trees

• Time and Money Savings – This one is pretty well

known, and a staple of any well-done e-learning

program. E-learning reduces time away from the

workplace, eliminates the need for travel, and removes

the need for classroom-based training.

• Using e-learning, you can give employees and students

the freedom to learn at their own convenience, and at

a pace that is right for them. Staff can be trained in

remote locations and in a consistent fashion as anyone

receiving on-site training

Suitable for Millennial :

Lastly, one of the less-talked about benefits of eLearning is

how it is better suitable for the millennial workforce. Today’s
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employees work not just for money, but also to continually

learn. With a classroom style learning environment, there

are only a limited number of training programs that an

employee could attend over any given quarter. With

eLearning, the knowledge is always available at the

employee’s disposal – this gives them better access to

subjects they are interested in and not necessarily those that

would benefit them at work. Not only does this benefit the

learner, but is also a terrific human resource asset to ensure

employee retention. Businesses that enable access to valuable
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eLearning subjects to their staff enjoy better loyalty from

such employees who have a greater sense of accomplishment

at their workplace. It also Caters to a much larger audience

E-learning does not limit the learning to a small number of

learners as is the case with traditional education. The

instructors often feel that it is difficult to handle large

Thus the E-learning has immense benefits catering larger

section of society making the life more easier and convenient

learning at their own pace.
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Introduction :

Motivation is fundamental to employee behavior, such as

loyalty, good citizenship and job performance at high output

and high quality levels. Motivation is defined as those

internal and/or external forces that trigger actions that persist

until a certain goal is achieved. In business firms, these

triggers of behavior are various needs that employees are

striving to satisfy through various intrinsic and extrinsic

rewards they receive at work. Examples of intrinsic rewards

are feelings of achievement and personal growth, while

extrinsic rewards include outcomes such as salary, status,

job security and fringe benefits.

One of the biggest challenges that managers face in executing

business strategies to achieve competitive advantage, is the

selection and employment of motivational techniques or

rewards that build wholehearted commitment to operating

excellence and winning attitudes among employees. A

properly designed reward structure is management’s most

powerful tool for mobilizing organizational commitment to

successful strategy execution. Despite the need for higher

levels of employee motivation, surveys show that there is a

huge crisis of motivation in most large corporations.

Business firms spend billions of rands each year on courses,

incentives and measuring tools to increase employee

motivation, but these interventions do not always translate

into higher levels of employee motivation. It is suggested

that the reason for this state of affairs is that managers simply

do not understand the subject of motivation and therefore
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imran@gnims.com

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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attempts to cover organizations in private and public sector. The author believes that retaining and motivating the lower

rank employees is more challenging than retaining and motivating executive employees. Based on the reasons for

demotivation and problems faced by the lower grade employees this article induces the reader to suggest some innovative

ways to tackle their issues.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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fail to motivate their workforce. Others suggest that

management’s failure to achieve increased employee

motivation could be located in the differences of perceptions

between management and their subordinates of the way

organizational goals need to be achieved. Management, for

instance, strives for the growth of their firms, while

employees strive to grow with their firms. Management

wants to achieve their formulated strategies, while employees

want to understand their role in achieving these strategies

suggest that managers want a “Just–in–Time” workforce,

creativity with speed, high productivity and morale,

employee retention, pay-for-performance, a low promise of

job security, adaptability to change and protection of

employer intellectual capital. Employees, on the other hand,

want an entrepreneurial environment, strong skill

development and opportunities, high visibility in the

organisation, career mentoring, more discretion in job

creation, work-life-balance, flexibility, competitive

compensation and benefits, and recognition for their unique

contributions.

There is still much confusion about which rewards really

motivate employees. In particular, the question of finding

the right mix of financial (extrinsic) and non-financial

(intrinsic) rewards has been troubling human resource

managers. distinguishes between two types of rewards,

namely financial and non-financial (social, consumable,

visual and auditory, manipulatable and job design) rewards.

Following a discussion of this distinction, the confusion
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about the motivational power of selected rewards is

reviewed.

Problem Under Study :

Factors causing demotivation among lower grade employees

– Private and Government Sector

Collection of Data :

• Primary Data: Survey Method through Questionnaire

(Randomly Selected Sample Size: 30)

Objective of the Study :

• To understand the problems and reasons for

demotivation amongst lower grade employees of

private and government sector

• Suggesting innovative ways to reduce their problems

and increase their motivation level.

Primary Data and Analysis :

For collecting primary data questionnaire method was used

and also have interviewed a total of 30 lower grade

employees of private and government sector. First a draft

questionnaire was prepared and asked, then the questions

based on their responses were analysed for the reasons for

demonization.

Analysis of Primary Data:

In the response for reasons for taking up this job the most

prominent reason was that they were in need of a job for

financial security, the next most important reason was the

policy of government sector like compassionate grounds etc.

among other reasons were lack of alternatives, interest,

profession and proximity and availability.

The next question was about the tenure of the employee. As

the amount of time spent in the organization is a very

important factor for demotivation. Among the employees

75% of the employees had the experience of working for

more than 10 years in the organization. And 25% of the

employees had experience ranging between 5 to 10 years.

This was a question asked to know how many employees at

this level plan to have an alternate career especially

employees belonging to the private sector. Among the

employees around 71% of the employees do not have any

career plans. But around 29% of the employees have an

alternate career plan development either through further

education or job growth. Now the management should take

some steps in order to encourage these employees who want

to pursue further education and employees who want to

achieve higher posts in their job by providing them with

additional responsibilities and authority.
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The next question asked was whether there are any avenues

in their present job to help them achieve their career plans.

In response to which 62.50% of the employees said that

there exists no opportunity, 12.50% of the employees said

that there exists an opportunity and which they are availing,

while 25% of the employees said that they are not aware

whether any opportunity exists or not. Now the important

thing to note here is that 25% of the employees are not aware

this highlights the lack of awareness about the HR policies

of the organization therefore the organization should follow

a proper system to communicate HR policies of the

organization to the lower grade employees.

The next question asked was whether the employees feel

demotivated, frustrated or bored of doing this job. To this

the response was that 71% of the employees feel demotivated

and 29% of the employees do not feel demotivated or bored.

Among these 29% majority of the employees were having

the experience of 5-6years which indicates that an employee

starts feeling demotivated particularly after completing a

considerable amount of time at the job.

The next question was whether if given an opportunity to

the employees whether they would like to change the industry

or the job to this around 67% of the employees said that

they would like to shift to another sector. The interesting

thing to note here is that the private sector employees want

to join government sector as they feel that they get more

financial incentives and the government sector employees

wish to join the private sector as they feel that private sector

has additional facilities. But the reality is that the employees

of both the sector are facing similar problems which results

in making these employees feel frustrated and demotivated.

This question was asked to know about the personality of

the employees. And whether the job they are doing gives

them an opportunity to have time for their interests and

hobbies. Majority of them have reading as a hobby but the

management does not provide any facilities for reading for

these employees.

The next question was whether the boss listens to the

problems of these employees patiently. As the first step to

solve any problem is to listen out the problem, the response

was that 62.50%of the employees have experienced that

their boss doesn’t listen at all to their problems. And 37.50%

of the employees have experienced that their boss listens to

them patiently.

The next question was after listening how does the boss

react to these problems. The response was a tie as 50%
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employees have experienced a positive reaction from their

boss and 50 % have experienced a negative reaction. The

important thing to note here is that positive reaction does

not mean that problem is solved it only means that the

reaction has been positive and there is hope to solve the

problem in future.

The next question asked was what are the steps taken by

management to solve their problems. The response to this

was that 34.18% of the employees are not aware what steps

have been taken by the management or what steps it is going

to take in future. Other steps include empathizing, receiving

proper guidance by the management regarding their

problems, encouragement from the boss, proper suggestions.

The important thing to note here is that 12.5% of the

employees only get assurance from the management but these

assurances do not translate into action, and also only 8.30%

of the employees have experienced quick decisions for

problem solving by the management.

The next question was whether the employees are satisfied

with the steps taken by the management. The response to

this was that only 25% of the employees are satisfied with

the steps taken by the management. This is mainly because

the positive reaction of the management towards the

problems does not result in concrete actions.

Issues of Lower Grade Employees :

1. Communication gap between the workers and the

management :

From the survey that was conducted it was found

that the employees couldn’t communicate their

problems to the management and at times there is a

prolonged delay between communication and time

taken to respond to the problem. This is mainly

because there are lot of barriers to communication

between the employees and the management, due to

which precious time is lost thus aggravating the

problem into an issue.

2. Counseling :

Counseling for career development and for personal

problems. Career counseling for those who want to

pursue further education and who have the potential

for career development but are unaware and don’t

have access to various opportunities existing for the

same. Work performance is largely affected due to

personal problems and therefore they need an outlet

to give vent to their frustrations and here the counselor

can help them in developing a positive attitude.

3. Employers attitude :

Employers need to have a positive attitude towards

the employees, and they need to have an emphatic

attitude towards the employees.

4. Assessing staff needs :

It involves assessing staff needs through performance

appraisal which will highlight their training needs,

financial needs.

Some suggested innovative strategies that can be

implemented in organizations for motivating lower

level employees.

• Innovative strategies for motivating lower

level employees - In order to motivate the
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lower level employees who suffer from low

self -esteem and lack confidence, the

management may undertake the following

measures:

• Food – Provision for healthy and hygienic food

at subsidized rates. Festive food menu during

festivals. Celebrating the employees birthday

and wedding anniversary and given them

mementos.

• Job Enlargement- Enlarging the scope of jobs

for the employees and expanding their

definition of work.

• Redefining the designation- Every lower level

employee doing multiple jobs will be given a

designation which the employee will take pride

in. Example the peons, sweepers and the lift

men are called as the support staff. The clerical

staff is known as the administrative staff.

• Scholarships and soft loans – The

organization should provide scholarships to

encourage the employees who wish to pursue

further studies and soft loans for occasions

like marriages in the family.

• Recognition in the form of certificates and

trophies- Employees who have been

consistently performing well need to be given

certificates in appreciation of their

performance which would help them develop

pride in their work.

• Spending and investment plan – The

organization can help the employees devise a

proper spending plan as the spending pattern

of employees at this level is unsystematic and

not thought out. Also some of the employees

have disposable income for investment where

the company can help them with a proper

investment plan that would enable them to

maximize their savings.

• Social events - During annual get-togethers,

these employees should be given an

opportunity to showcase their talents and their

creative side which would help them earn

recognition from their employers, co-workers

and their superiors boosting their morale.

• Encouraging new and innovative ideas -

Employees who have been working for a long

duration are well versed with the ground

realities of their work and the management

needs to encourage their ideas and implement

those ideas which will improve their

performance and productivity delivering a

benefit to the organization.
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Introduction :

Honorable Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, the Ex. president of

India is a dreamer and great visionary of “powerful and

economically leading India in 2020”. This dream will

certainly came in to reality because India is a “young

country” as a major mass of population belongs to age

group of 25-40 years. Present era is an era of information

technology in which it is widely accepted that “knowledge

is power”. To strengthen the knowledge and hence power

education plays a vital role .The library has a mainly

considerable share in acquisition, processing, organization

and dissemination of knowledge.

The Kothari commission on Education mentioned “No

university, college, or department, should be set up without

taking into accounts its library needs in terms of staff,

books, journals, space, etc. Nothing could be more

damaging to a growing department than to neglect its

library or to give it a low priority. On the contrary the

library should be an important centre of attraction on the

college or university campus.” Education is a lifelong

process and libraries are proper agencies for providing

requisite information by using print and non print resources

of information to one and all to attain proper education

throughout one’s life time. The library and information

centre is an important component of any educational

institution, where collection of information resources in

various formats i.e. books , journals, videos, CD-ROMs,

etc. organized along with the services rendered to a given

users. It plays an important role in the academic world by

providing information resources and services and help to

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND INFORMATION SOURCES

AND SERVICES OF LIBRARIES

Dr.Tushar M. Patil

Librarian, S.S.V.P.S. ACS College, Sindkheda

______________________________________________________________________________________________

ABSTRACT:

A college library is the heart of a college. The vital role played by college libraries in college education has been well

recognized by all those who were concerned with higher education like educationists, educational commission and

committees planners, libraries community. The major functions of college library are: Enabling and encouraging the

student to from the habit of self education and also enabling him to familiarize himself with various type of information

source which will help his intellectual development in future life.

______________________________________________________________________________________________

simulate the research, and other intellectual and recreational

activities in the institutes However, “libraries today are

service agent sharing much in common with other service

providers throughout the profit and nonprofit service sector

of society.”

Libraries are a hub of teaching, learning activities where

students, researcher and teacher can explore the vast

resources of information. In the traditional libraries users

have to spend more time for searching a small piece of

information and for that have to depend mainly on the library

staff. But in the age of information communication

technology, computers are being used for day to day

housekeeping 2 activity of the library which saves the time

of the users ,and library professional also and at the time

avoid duplication of work and make the library service

smooth and effective.

Technical Education :

In a highly competitive age of today, the vast applications

of across all sector of society has become highly

indispensable, which promotes and encourages us to move

ahead in 21st century. It is both a beautiful dream as well

as challenge. Technical manpower is required to exploit the

natural resources to solve the problems of the basic

necessities of life and fro providing better standards of life

for the vast majority of these people who live today below

poverty line.

Technical education has a key role to play in this scenario.

In a bid to achieve this goal, we have to equip our technocrats

with required skill in emerging technologies and their
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applications to take up the challenges of tomorrow. This is

possible only if we build and maintain high standards in

technical education college through a vision and total

commitment to achieve excellence in technical education.

we have no dearth of talent and lack of competence in our

country.

Technical education has made a significant contribution to

India’s economic development. The programmes which have

changed the country and diversified and augmented its

production science independence have been possible largely

because of the institutions for technical education.

Technical education is helpful for the around development

of a country. If the manpower demands of the industry cannot

be met with by the existing technical institutions, additional

technical facilities must be provided at any cost. The

government cannot provide funds for this expansion. The

private sector should be involved in this progamme of

expansion of technical education. the private sector has made

significant contribution to the development of our country

in the fields of industry, commerce and trade. Educational

societies, industries and religious trusts will come forward

to undertake the responsibility of establishing technical 52

institutions, by mobilizing public fund and making their own

contributions chopne, (1991)

Aims of Technical Education :

Aims of technical education are as follows:

• To support industry and business for strong national

economy.

• To impart the trainee fundamental and scientific

knowledge and skill pertaining to the latest

technology.

• To give to the trainee a correlated knowledge of

general, scientific and special subjects.

• To support students to use their technological

knowledge and skills for the common good.

• To encourage a worthwhile use of leisure by helping

students to widen their horizons.

• To make the student well trained in a particular field.

• To make student well trained in a particular field.

• To create in the trainee a sense of respect for manual

work.

• To help students to become fully effective in the

practice of their careers.

Objectives of Technical Education :

• Development of innovative and creative mind.

• Development of technical expertise and competency

• Development of professional skills.

• Infusion of self confidence and self reliance.

• Promotion of analytical mind and administrative

capability.

• Entrepreneurship development.

• Promotion of inherent talents

This technical education should be available to all those

who need it. it should be of latest nature, comprehensive

and useful to life.

Library and Role of College Libraries in Technical

Education :

In every formal as well as informal education systems library

is the important and indistinguishable part. The next section

deals with concept and definition of library.

Library :

The Latin word ‘liber’ means ‘book’ whereas in French word

‘Librairie’ means ‘bookseller or to copy’. The word ‘library’

is derived from the latin word liber. The meaning of word

‘Library’ given in the Random House Dictionary of the

English Language (1987), as “A place set apart to contain

books, periodicals, and other material for reading, viewing,

listening, study or reference, as a room, set of rooms or

building where books may be read or borrowed”.

According to Dr. S.R. Ranganathan (1989), father or library

science described “A library is a public institution or

establishment charged with care and collection of books

and the duty of making them accessible to those who require

to use them”.

The word “library’ can be referred as collection or books.

Clean, attractive, beautiful, knowledge centre is also referred

to as library. With the change in time library became cultural

centres. In the 21st century, it is treated as an information

centre.
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College Library :

The name of college is given to an institution imparting

higher education leading to bachelor degree. Every college

must have a good library and it occupies a 61 prominent

position in the college campus. The library is the heart of

every college campus. The importance of college library is

inevitable in every teaching and academic programme. Now-

a-days college education is becoming more and more student

centre and thereby it encourages students to pay a vital and

creative role in their own education. They college library

provides ample opportunity for self education to the students,

apart from supplementing the class lectures.

Importance of College Library :

College education is the first stage of higher education, which

provides completely different environment for students

aspiring higher studies. Usually in colleges size of class is

very big a result, individual attention by a teacher is limited.

Therefore, college library help students to meet the

challenges which they are facing at colleges. College library

extends opportunity for self-education to the deserving and

enthusiastic students without any distinction. College library

is the workshop of the students where students are stimulated

to obtain, evaluate and recognize knowledge and to

familiarize themselves with the trends of knowledge for

further education and learning new discipline.

Objectives of the College Library :

1. To achieve the academic excellence the objectives of

the college library are as follows.

2. To keep up to date record of knowledge according to

growing needs and requirements of present and future

period.

3. To provide necessary resources for staff and students.

4. To help faculty member regarding availability of

various opportunity for using library resources in

teaching.

5. To extend practical demonstration about seeking of

the information.

6. To assist faculty in organizing systematic method of

teaching.

7. To display time to time the documents to the notice

of students.

8. To carry out all though activities which stimulate

reading habit with pleasure, self realization, personal

growth and development, cultivation of intellectual

excellence for entertainment.

Functions of the College Library :

The main function of a college library is the collection and

preservation of knowledge for its dissemination to the users.

It has to perform the functions like acquisition of reading

material, processing of reading material, reference and other

reader services, training the student in the use of libraries

and certain administrative and managerial functions. In

particular, college library performs two dimensional

functions viz; teaching and research. The function related

to teaching, is reference and information services. The

function related to research are classification, subject area

and language specialization, documentation and

bibliographical. In general the function of college libraries

are to serve college community, to serve alumni, to create

positive influence in society for the expansion of knowledge.

Role of Libraries in Technical Education :

Education is the acquisition of the art of utilization of

knowledge. The main aim of education is to build character,

increase strength of mind and expand intellect. Mahatma

Gandhi, Ravindranath Tagore and Pandit Jawaharlal Neharu

have also laid the stress on the same objectives. In order to

achieve these objectives, library plays multi dimensional

role. Following discussion elaborates on the role of library.

Library plays an important role to educate the literate, dispel

their ignorance and to provide opportunities for continuing

education to the educated. Another media role played by

library is the communicator between the teacher and

students. Library is a media centre with learning environment

artfully designed to have stimulating and enriching effect

upon students. In formal education system, teaching is

supplemented by classroom, taking the maximum help of

teacher. During the stage of higher education the focal point

of learning should gradually shift from classroom to the

library. In the non formal education the help of teacher is

minimal. The students by and large have to acquire

knowledge through self study. In non formal education the

main responsibility of supporting the education rests with

libraries. Provision of suitable library facilities, leads to

divert the great potential energy of young men for reading,
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constructive thinking and making them disciplined,

respectful and senior citizens of the country.

Library centered teaching will promote mutual respect

between the teachers and the taught and they will appreciate

books and library. Education is a continuing process in self

education starts at the end of formal education. There are

great 63 personalities who on the basis of self-education,

attempt highest place of perfection in knowledge. Libraries

are appropriate agencies which provide suitable ground for

self education. According to Mahatma Gandhi the concept

of adult education is to make men and women better citizens

with the idea of individual development to community

development. The term adult education has been changed

to social education and therefore library services are now

extended to the community even outside the library building.

Academic library also offers effective library services to

the community.

The successful propagation of research activity needs past

information. Due to multidisciplinary research and seepage

of literature into a variety or fields there is an increasing

demand for libraries to support and encourage research.

Library also plays the role by preserving the cultural heritage

of human race. The representative and selective collection

of books on spiritual and religious. Ideological theme as

well as permanent value may inspire people to have high

ideal life and inculcate values in them.

In the changing scenario of higher education and research,

the ease of availability of information to the required use

has also changed the role of librarian and information

professionals from knowledge custodians to knowledge

facilitators. Now a days the invite of new technologies have

provided access to vast volume of information in a

competitive spirit. It improves both quality and quantity of

higher education.

Library can also be characterized as social institution.

Society has decided what library should be in the past what

is should be in future. Even though library is an archival

collection, it is essential for cultural survival. Library is

not only centre of culture it served but it is also a form of

insurance against social disintegration and decay.

Information Services Rendered by the College Library :

The college library is expected to provide reader services

and auxiliary services. The exhaustive list of all these

services is as follows.

The reader services includes circulation, home lending

services, reservation of books, use of union catalogue, inter

library loan service and display of current edition.

The service related to reference books are reference

collection, reference service in action to meet the information

need, to advice the users about what to read, 64 tracing

books and periodicals, to assist in preparation of

bibliographies, to arrange exhibition, to arrange lectures

and cultural programme and to play a role of information

mediator.

The auxiliary services includes documentation services like

current awareness list, selective dissemination of

information, indexing and abstracting services, translation

services, reprographic services, micro recording, microfilm,

micro card, microfiche, filmstrip, to work as a

documentation centers and to work as a information centre’s.

Information Sources of the College Library :

The expected resources in the college libraries are broadly

classified as printed and non printed material. Printed

resources includes textbook, reference book encyclopedia,

dictionary, handbook, year book, manuals, bibliographic

and geographical tools, gazetteers, atlases and journals. Non

printed resources includes microfilms, microfiche, micro

card, filmstrips and recordings. And electronics database

from digital library.

Databases of the Library :

Database is a collection of information in electronic format

organized in a logical fashion. Database gives primary

information for all leading business schools and universities

in the world some examples of databases you may encounter

in your daily life the World Wide Web, a collection of

resources on the Internet.
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Introduction :

Internet is a very important technology and has recived

munch attention from entrepreneurs, executives, investors

and business observers. Yet organizations which focus on

meeting and exceeding buyer needs, retaining their current

customer base, generating customer advocacy . In Customer

Success Management, how Happy Customers Create

Recurring Revenue, the research firm noted those companies

with planned customer success management programs

tracking and managing client engagement enjoyed improved:

• Annual company revenue (15.8% for those with CSM

programs versus 11.6%)

• Cross-sell and up-sell revenue (13% v 7.4%)

• Customer win-back rates (9.9% growth v 2.1%

losses)
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ABSTRACT :

There are number of methods of generating customer interest and servicing exiting customers through the web. Your

website is the basic marketing message on the internet. Its visual presentation should adhere to the basic rules of

content, consistency, density, navigability, graphics and size. It should support personalization, online and offline

reading, cross marketing and cross selling. The last stage of the inbound marketing cycle often gets the least attention.

Delighting existing customers and boosting their loyalty to turn them into brand evangelists is almost an afterthought

in customer relationship management. Most of marketing’s attention often goes to attracting prospects, and converting

and nurturing qualified sales leads. The exact cost of acquiring a new customer versus maintaining a current one is

often studied with most sources saying it costs between 4 and 10 times more to acquire a new customer than it does to

keep an existing one. Still customer relationship management can be pushed down the marketer’s long list of to do’s.

This paper is highlights about the role of consumer as well customer interaction.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Digital Trend, B2B Marketing, Clients, Blogging, Content Marketing
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• Revenue from customer referrals (12.3% v 5.3%).

Addressing customer issues and being responsive to

existing client needs ultimately improved customer

experience, increased revenues, and netted cost

reductions. Customer relationship management truly

matters.

Digital Marketing Strengthens Customer Relationship

Management Efforts :

Digital marketing plays a critical role in successful customer

success management (CSM) strategy. Consider the four

categories of capabilities to make CSM work the Aberdeen

Group identified :

1. Establish Visibility

2. Enable Employees with Relevant, Timely Insights
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3. Execute Flawlessly

4. Manage for Long-Term Goals

Marketing focuses on establishing visibility, educating

prospective buyers, and converting prospects. A deep

understanding of buyer needs, behaviors, pain points and

sentiment helps the marketer truly personalize

conversations — across all channels. Good digital marketers

know to capture customer feedback and data through

multiple channels, segment customers, drill-down into

customer experience and share that data across the

enterprise.

Objectives :

• To Regular  monitoring customer data, as per the

market perspective

•  To access relevant and timely  data in marketing

automation

•  To understanding the behavior of customer

Literature Review :

“While social media provides never ending avenues for

communicating, it is the individuals who serve as the

influencers not the technology” (Gonzalez 2010, 23). User

generated content produces social currency for marketers

because it helps define a brand. User generated content

describes “the sum of all ways in which people make use of

social media, usually applied to describe the various forms

of media content that are publicly available and created by

end users” (Kaplan and Haenlein 2010, 61). Therefore,

social currency is when individuals share a brand or

information about a brand (Zinnbauer and Honer 2011).

Social currency greatly affects brand performance and is a

concept that can be linked to Bourdieu’s (1977) and

Coleman’s (1988) idea of social capital. Social capital is

shaped on a personal level and occurs in the relationships

among individuals (Zinnbauer and Honer 2011). 13

Furthermore, the amount of an individual’s social capital

depends on the size of the network of connections that the

user can successfully mobilize (Bourdieu as cited in

Zinnbauer and Honer 2011). An individual’s connections

can potentially aid in developing brands into an essential

part of customers’ social interactions via social networking.

“Translating [Bourdieu’s] theory into today’s world of

exponentially increasingly social interactions on the internet,

social currency can also be understood as the entirety of

actual and potential resources available to a brand from its

presence in social networks and communities” (Zinnbauer

and Honer 2011, 51).

The marketing is already tailoring conversations with buyers

and customizing insightful content and product offers

accordingly. Marketers, know too, that best practice is to

share the insights gained with other teams such as sales or

product development to bring the business overall in strong

alignment with client expectations.Figure.1 showing best

practice for digital marketing.

B2B Marketing :

Business to Business marketing firm that helps clients engage

with buyers, partners and advocates. We work closely with

clients to set monthly lead/sales goals, execute marketing

efforts, drive strategy, support internal teams, and measure

ROI. Our work focuses on the entire digital marketing

spectrum—content, websites, search, social, advertising,

apps, analytics, automation, email, and sales nurturing.

• Decision makers (CEO, CTO, CIO, CXO, etc)

• Leads per month

• Sales qualified leads per month

• Sales driven by marketing

Lead nurturing to improve sales opportunities

• Marketing channel analysis: Gather and compare

marketing campaign effectiveness across all channels.

• Sales funnel analytics and conversion

optimization: Use automation to improve

performance through the entire funnel: top to bottom.
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• Marketing to sales alignment: Track and nurture leads

with automation to improve lead quality and buying-

readiness.

• Goals and predictive analysis: We help clients set and

grow their visit/lead/customer monthly goals.

• We use multiple analytics systems to gain the best

visibility of marketing campaigns.

• CRM may sound like an almost irrelevant or

unnecessary thing to consider nowadays, especially

considering the surge of social media in recent years.

Even more so when one considers that CRM was

invented in the 90s, where managing customers was

achieved in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, which

compared to CRM systems today can hold and share

a comparatively small variety of data. But this

actually means that it’s had a long time to develop

and better itself. Today CRM solutions allow

businesses to centralize and simplify customer

information, customer contact, and overall customer

management.

• The other plus is that most CRM solutions have not

forgotten about the importance of being ready for

mobile phones. Having an Android,  i-phone,

Blackberry and Windows app, or at least an app in

any one of those formats, is such an important thing

these days and most major CRM systems have an

accompanying app that you can download.

• You’ll be able to manage your customers (or manage

the team who manage your customers) from wherever

you are in the world. Customer retention is the most

important thing for a business to consider, and today’s

CRM systems have made it very easy and flexible

for you to keep your customers happy and satisfied .

Role of the Retail  :

The retailers can increase awareness of their brand by being

creative when engaging customers on social media sites.

“As more shoppers are using social media (e.g., Twitter,

Facebook, MySpace, and LinkedIn) and rely on them for

marketing shopping decisions, promotion through these

media has become important” (Shankar et al. 2011, 32).

According to Curran et al. (2011), social media sites such

as Facebook are better than other advertising avenues

because it stores information on all its users thus ensuring

marketing reaches a retailer’s specific target market. Social

media sites are a great stage for retailers to create an

experience and retailers can use information stored on social

media sites to improve user experience with their brand.

Furthermore, Hill, Provost and Volinsky’s (2006) research

establishes that a firm can benefit from social networks to

predict the likelihood of purchase intention. Simply put,

CRM platforms focus on the managing and tracking of

potential and existing customers.

Integration of your emails :

If you’re a modern business with a website and social media

presence, chances are you’ll also have a very heavily used

email address. Communication between the company and

the customer is crucial, regardless of what method it’s made

through. The majority of CRM software will integrate with

your email system, so that you can keep everything to do

with prioritising the customer in one convenient place.

Tracking of opportunities :

CRM systems will normally keep an eye on the details of

the deals which a sales team is currently working on, so

that your company can be on top of securing future

customers, as well as keeping hold of current ones. It’s

hugely important for any business to keep its options open

and not play it safe, otherwise the competition will eat you

up and steal all your potential sales. A CRM system will

keep track of how much each deal or sale is worth, as well

as notify you of any similar companies that might be trying

to hit the same base of customers or clients as you are.

Communication and Collaboration :

CRM systems allow you to communicate with customers

as well as manage them, but they don’t stop at that. They

make it possible for colleagues within an organization,

regardless of what team they’re on, to keep a communal

eye on the progress of a deal which they might all be working

on. With many CRM systems you can pull up information

on any business, including their financial status and who

their competitors are. You can use this to see how your

company is faring, or to see what’s currently happening

with your own competition. This can make your company’s

operation run much quicker because it will be informed of
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all the statistical information that it needs to know in order

to target the right customers the right way.

If you pick CRM software which isn’t capable of doing

this, don’t worry. Any decent CRM system will report on

how your business is doing at any given date and time. This

can be beneficial for you so that you know how everyone in

your company is performing and so that you can relay to

external business people who don’t have access to the CRM

system how everything is going.

Conclusion :

CRM is a much more comprehensive strategy than just using

a contact management system such as Microsoft Outlook’s

contact management function. These purely organize your

contacts so that you can select them quickly when you need

to contact someone. Companies that offer CRM solutions

will often additionally provide the following things so that

you can fully make your customer the core of your company.
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Introduction :

Big data is a term for data sets that are so large or complex

that traditional data processing applications are inadequate

to deal with them. Challenges include analysis, capture, data

curation, search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualization,

querying, updating and information privacy. The term “big

data” often refers simply to the use of predictive analytics,

user behavior analytics, or certain other advanced data

analytics methods that extract value from data, and seldom

to a particular size of data set1. “There is little doubt that

the quantities of data now available are indeed large, but

that’s not the most relevant characteristic of this new data

ecosystem.” Analysis of data sets can find new correlations

to “spot business trends, prevent diseases, combat crime

and so on.”Scientists, business executives, practitioners of

medicine, advertising and governments alike regularly meet

difficulties with large data-sets in areas including Internet

search, finance, urban informatics, and business informatics.

Scientists encounter limitations in e-Science work, including

meteorology, genomics, connectomics, complex physics

simulations, biology and environmental research. Data sets

grow rapidly - in part because they are increasingly gathered

by cheap and numerous information-sensing mobile devices,

aerial (remote sensing), software logs, cameras,

microphones, radio-frequency identification (RFID) readers

and wireless sensor networks. The world’s technological

per-capita capacity to store information has roughly doubled

every 40 months since the 1980s; as of 2012, every day 2.5

exabytes (2.5×1018) of data is generated. One question for

large enterprises is determining who should own big-data

initiatives that affect the entire organization. Relational

database management systems and desktop statistics- and

visualization-packages often have difficulty handling big

data. The work may require “massively parallel software

running on tens, hundreds, or even thousands of servers.”

What counts as “big data” varies depending on the

capabilities of the users and their tools, and expanding

capabilities make big data a moving target. “For some

organizations, facing hundreds of gigabytes of data for the

first time may trigger a need to reconsider data management

options. For others, it may take tens or hundreds of terabytes

before data size becomes a significant consideration.” The
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big data are used in various fields including higher education

because of their benefits.

Literature Review :

Since the definition of big data is still developing, we will

start with our use of the term. In 2001 Doug Laney, an

analyst with the META Group (now part of Gartner),

described big data with a collection of “v” words, referring

to (1) the increasing size of data (volume), (2) the increasing

rate at which it is produced and analyzed (velocity), and (3)

its increasing range of sources, formats, and representations

(variety). To this other authors have added veracity—to

encompass the widely differing qualities of data sources,

with significant differences in the coverage, accuracy, and

timeliness of data.  Our discussion of the promises and

pitfalls of big data analysis in higher education places a

particular emphasis on veracity.2 In addition, our discussion

focuses on MOOCs (massively open online courses) as an

opportunity for data-intensive research and analysis in higher

education. MOOCs illustrate the many types of big data

that can be collected in learning environments. Large

amounts of data can be gathered not only across many

learners (broad between-learner data) but also about

individual learner experiences (deep within-learner data).

Data in MOOCs includes longitudinal data (dozens of

courses from individual students over many years), rich

social interactions (e.g., videos of group problem-solving

over videoconference), and detailed data about specific

activities (e.g., watching various segments of a video,

individual actions in an educational game, or individual

actions in problem solving). The depth of the data is

determined not only by the raw amount of data on a learner

but also by the availability of contextual information. These

types of big data in higher education potentially provide a

variety of opportunities to improve student learning: (1)

Individualizing a student’s path to content mastery, through

adaptive learning or competency-based education; (2) Better

learning as a result of faster and more in-depth diagnosis of

learning needs or course trouble spots, including assessment

of skills such as systems thinking, collaboration, and

problem solving in the context of deep, authentic subject-

area knowledge assessments; (3) Targeted interventions to

improve student success and to reduce overall costs to

students and institutions; and (4) Using game-based

environments for learning and assessment, where learning

is situated in complex information and decision-making

situations.

A McKinsey Global Institute study found a shortage of 1.5

million highly trained data professionals and managers

(Manyika, et. al., 2011)  and a number of

universities including University of Tennessee and UC

Berkeley, have created masters programs to meet this

demand. Private bootcamps have also developed programs

to meet that demand, including free programs like The Data

Incubator or paid programs like General Assembly. The

grand challenge in data-intensive research and analysis in

higher education is to find the means to extract knowledge

from the extremely rich data sets being generated today and

to distill this into usable information for students, instructors,

and the public. Technological and methodological advances

have enabled an unprecedented capability for decision

making based on big data. This use of big data has become

well established in business, entertainment, science,

technology, and engineering. Whereas big data is beginning

to be utilized for decision making in higher education as

well, practical applications in higher

education instruction remain rare. Hindering these

applications are challenges unique to higher

education.1 First, the sector lacks much of the computational

infrastructure, tools, and human capacity required for

effective collection, cleaning, analysis, and distribution of

large datasets. In addition, in collecting and analyzing

student data, colleges and universities face privacy, safety,

and security challenges not found in many scientific

disciplines. Higher education is also concerned with long-

term goals—such as employability, critical thinking, and a

healthy civic life. Since it is difficult to measure these

outcomes, particularly in short-term studies, those of us in

higher education often rely on theoretical and substantive

arguments for shorter-term proxies.Beyond the potential to

enhance student outcomes through just-in-time, diagnostic

data that is formative for learning and instruction, the

evolution of higher education practice overall could be

substantially enhanced through data-intensive research and

analysis. A worthy next step would be to improve our

capacity to rapidly process and understand today’s

increasingly large, heterogeneous, noisy, and rich data sets.

Objectives :

This study has the following specific objectives: (1) to
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understand the definition, meaning and related concepts of

big data; (2) to explain he characteristics and importance

of big data; (3) to study the application of big data in various

fields; and (4) to examine the role of big data in higher

education.

Data and Method :

As there is no uniform data available on big data the related

information has been collected from various literature

sources. Theoretical explanation and content analysis are

used.

Results and Discussion :

The discussion and interpretation are presented in various

the sub-headings:

Emergence of Big Data :

The concept of big data has been around for years; most

organizations now understand that if they capture all the

data that streams into their businesses, they can apply

analytics and get significant value from it. But even in the

1950s, decades before anyone uttered the term “big data,”

businesses were using basic analytics (essentially numbers

in a spreadsheet that were manually examined) to uncover

insights and trends. The new benefits that big data analytics

brings to the table, however, are speed and efficiency.

Whereas a few years ago a business would have gathered

information, run analytics and unearthed information that

could be used for future decisions, today that business can

identify insights for immediate decisions. The ability to work

faster – and stay agile – gives organizations a competitive

edge they didn’t have before.

Characteristics of Big Data :

By now, it’s almost impossible to not have heard the term

Big Data- a cursory glance at Google Trends will show how

the term has exploded over the past few years, and become

unavoidably ubiquitous in public consciousness. But what

you may have managed to avoid is gaining a thorough

understanding what Big Data actually constitutes. The first

go-to answer is that ‘Big Data’ refers to datasets too large

to be processed on a conventional database system. In this

way, the term Big Data is nebulous- whilst size is certainly

a part of it, scale alone doesn’t tell the whole story of what

makes Big Data ‘big’.

1. Volume :

100 terabytes of data are uploaded daily to Facebook;

Akamai analyses 75 million events a day to target

online ads; Walmart handles 1 million customer

transactions every single hour. 90% of all data ever

created was generated in the past 2 years.

Scale is certainly a part of what makes Big Data big.

The internet-mobile revolution, bringing with it a

torrent of social media updates, sensor data from

devices and an explosion of e-commerce, means that

every industry is swamped with data- which can be

incredibly valuable, if you know how to use it.

2. Velocity :

In 1999, Wal-Mart’s data warehouse stored 1,000

terabytes (1,000,000 gigabytes) of data. In 2012, it

had access to over 2.5 petabytes (2,500,000

gigabytes) of data.

Every minute of every day, we upload 100 hours of

video on Youtube, send over 200 million emails and

send 300,000 tweets. ‘Velocity’ refers to the

increasing speed at which this data is created, and

the increasing speed at which the data can be

processed, stored and analysed by relational

databases. The possibilities of processing data in real-

time is an area of particular interest, which allows

companies to do things like display personalised ads

on the web pages you visit, based on your recent

search, viewing and purchase history.

3. Variety :

Gone are the days when a company’s data could be

neatly slotted into a table and analysed. 90% of data

generated is ‘unstructured’, coming in all shapes and

forms- from geo-spatial data, to tweets which can be

analysed for content and sentiment, to visual data

such as photos and videos. The ‘3 V’s’ certainly give

us an insight into the almost unenvisionable scale of

data, and the break-neck speeds at which these vast

datasets grow and multiply. But only ‘Variety’ really

begins to scratch the surface of the depth- and

crucially, the challenges- of Big Data. An article from

2013 by Mark van Rijmenam proposes four more V’s,

to further understand the incredibly complex nature

of Big Data.
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4. Variability :

Variability refers to data whose meaning is constantly

changing. This is particularly the case when gathering

data relies on language processing. Brian Hopkins

(a principal analyst at Forrester) cited the

supercomputer Watson as a prime example of this.

To participate in the gameshow Jeopardy, Watson had

to “dissect an answer into its meaning and […] to

figure out what the right question was”. Words don’t

have static definitions, and their meaning can vary

wildly in context. Say a company was trying to gauge

sentiment towards a cafe using these tweets:

“Delicious muesli from the @imaginarycafe- what a

great way to start the day!”

“Greatly disappointed that my local Imaginary Cafe

have stopped stocking BLTs.”

“Had to wait in line for 45 minutes at the Imaginary

Cafe today. Great, well there’s my lunchbreak

gone…” Evidently, “great” on its own is not a

sufficient signifier of positive sentiment. Instead,

companies have to develop sophisticated programmes

which can ‘understand’ context and decode the precise

meaning of words through it. Although challenging,

it’s not impossible; Bloomberg, for instance, launched

a programme that gauged social media buzz about

companies for Wall Street last year.

5. Veracity :

Although there’s widespread agreement about the

potential value of Big Data, the data is virtually

worthless if it’s not accurate. This is particularly true

in programmes that involve automated decision-

making, or feeding the data into an unsupervised

machine learning algorithm. The results of such

programmes are only as good as the data they’re

working with.

Sean Owen, Senior Director of Data Science at

CloudEra, expanded upon this: ‘Let’s say that, in

theory, you have customer behaviour data and want

to predict purchase intent. In practice what you have

are log files in four formats from six systems, some

incomplete, with noise and errors. These have to be

copied, translated and unified.’ Owens’ US

counterpart, Josh Wills, said their job revolves so

much around the cleaning up of messy data that he

was more a ‘data janitor’ than a data scientist. What’s

crucial to understanding Big Data is the messy, noisy

nature of it, and the amount of work that goes in to

producing an accurate dataset before analysis can

even begin.

6. Visualisation :

Once it’s been processed, you need a way of

presenting the data in a manner that’s readable and

accessible- this is where visualisation comes in.

Visualisations can contain dozens of variables and

parameters- a far cry from the x and y variables of

your standard bar chart- and finding a way to present

this information that makes the findings clear is one

of the challenges of Big Data. It’s a problem that’s

spurned a burgeoning market- new visualisation

packages are appearing all of the time, with AT&T

announcing their offering, Nanocubes, just this week.

7. Value :

The potential value of Big Data is huge. Speaking

about new Big Data initiatives in the US healthcare

system last year, McKinsey estimated if these

initiatives were rolled out system-wide, they “could

account for $300 billion to $450 billion in reduced

health-care spending, or 12 to 17 percent of the $2.6

trillion baseline in US health-care costs”. However,

the cost of poor data is also huge- it’s estimated to

cost US businesses $3.1 trillion a year. In essence,

data on its own is virtually worthless. The value lies

in rigorous analysis of accurate data, and the

information and insights this provides. So what does

all of this tell us about the nature of Big Data? Well,

it’s massive and rapidly-expanding, but it’s also noisy,

messy, constantly-changing, in hundreds of formats

and virtually worthless without analysis and

visualisation. In essence, when the media talk about

Big Data, they’re not just talking about vast amounts

of data that are potential treasure troves of

information. They’re also talking about the business

of analysing this data- the way we pick the lock to

the treasure trove. In the world of Big Data, data and

analysis are totally interdependent- one without the

other is virtually useless, but the power of them

combined is virtually limitless (McNulty, 2014).
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Big Data and Technologies :

There’s no single technology that encompasses big data

analytics. Of course, there’s advanced analytics that can be

applied to big data, but in reality several types of technology

work together to help you get the most value from your

information. Here are the biggest players.

Data Management : Data needs to be high quality and well-

governed before it can be reliably analyzed. With data

constantly flowing in and out of an organization, it’s

important to establish repeatable processes to build and

maintain standards for data quality. Once data is reliable,

organizations should establish a master data management

program that gets the entire enterprise on the same page.  

Data mining : Data mining technology helps you examine

large amounts of data to discover patterns in the data – and

this information can be used for further analysis to help

answer complex business questions. With data mining

software, you can sift through all the chaotic and repetitive

noise in data, pinpoint what’s relevant, use that information

to assess likely outcomes, and then accelerate the pace of

making informed decisions.

Hadoop : This open source software framework can store

large amounts of data and run applications on clusters of

commodity hardware. It has become a key technology to

doing business due to the constant increase of data volumes

and varieties, and its distributed computing model processes

big data fast. An additional benefit is that Hadoop’s open

source framework is free and uses commodity hardware to

store large quantities of data.

In-memory analytics: By analyzing data from system

memory (instead of from your hard disk drive), you can

derive immediate insights from your data and act on them

quickly. This technology is able to remove data prep and

analytical processing latencies to test new scenarios and

create models; it’s not only an easy way for organizations

to stay agile and make better business decisions, it also

enables them to run iterative and interactive analytics

scenarios. 

Predictive analytics : Predictive analytics technology uses

data, statistical algorithms and machine-learning techniques

to identify the likelihood of future outcomes based on

historical data. It’s all about providing a best assessment

on what will happen in the future, so organizations can feel

more confident that they’re making the best possible business

decision. Some of the most common applications of

predictive analytics include fraud detection, risk, operations

and marketing.

Text mining : With text mining technology, you can analyze

text data from the web, comment fields, books and other

text-based sources to uncover insights you hadn’t noticed

before. Text mining uses machine learning or natural

language processing technology to comb through documents

– emails, blogs, Twitter feeds, surveys, competitive

intelligence and more – to help you analyze large amounts

of information and discover new topics and term

relationships.

Importance of Big Data :

Big data analytics examines large amounts of data to uncover

hidden patterns, correlations and other insights. With today’s

technology, it’s possible to analyze your data and get answers

from it almost immediately – an effort that’s slower and

less efficient with more traditional business intelligence

solutions. Big data analytics helps organizations harness

their data and use it to identify new opportunities. That, in

turn, leads to smarter business moves, more efficient

operations, higher profits and happier customers. In his

report Big Data in Big Companies, IIA Director of Research

Tom Davenport interviewed more than 50 businesses to

understand how they used big data. He found they got value

in the following ways: (1) Cost reduction. Big data

technologies such as Hadoop and cloud-based analytics

bring significant cost advantages when it comes to storing

large amounts of data – plus they can identify more efficient

ways of doing business. (2) Faster, better decision

making. With the speed of Hadoop and in-memory analytics,

combined with the ability to analyze new sources of data,

businesses are able to analyze information immediately –

and make decisions based on what they’ve learned. (3) New

products and services. With the ability to gauge customer

needs and satisfaction through analytics comes the power

to give customers what they want. Davenport points out

that with big data analytics, more companies are creating

new products to meet customers’ needs. High-performance

analytics lets you do things you never thought about before

because the data volumes were just way too big. For

instance, you can get timely insights to make decisions about
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fleeting opportunities, get precise answers for hard-to-solve

problems and uncover new growth opportunities – all while

using IT resources more effectively.

Application of Big Data :

Travel and hospitality :

Keeping customers happy is key to the travel and hotel

industry, but customer satisfaction can be hard to gauge –

especially in a timely manner. Resorts and casinos, for

example, have only a short window of opportunity to turn

around a customer experience that’s going south fast. Big

data analytics gives these businesses the ability to collect

customer data, apply analytics and immediately identify

potential problems before it’s too late.

Health care :

Big data is a given in the health care industry. Patient records,

health plans, insurance information and other types of

information can be difficult to manage – but are full of key

insights once analytics are applied. That’s why big data

analytics technology is so important to heath care. By

analyzing large amounts of information – both structured

and unstructured – quickly, health care providers can provide

lifesaving diagnoses or treatment options almost

immediately.

Government :

Certain government agencies face a big challenge: tighten

the budget without compromising quality or productivity.

This is particularly troublesome with law enforcement

agencies, which are struggling to keep crime rates down

with relatively scarce resources. And that’s why many

agencies use big data analytics; the technology streamlines

operations while giving the agency a more holistic view of

criminal activity.

Retail :

Customer service has evolved in the past several years, as

savvier shoppers expect retailers to understand exactly what

they need, when they need it. Big data analytics technology

helps retailers meet those demands. Armed with endless

amounts of data from customer loyalty programs, buying

habits and other sources, retailers not only have an in-depth

understanding of their customers, they can also predict

trends, recommend new products – and boost profitability

Big Data Application in Higher Education :

The main governing body at the tertiary level is

the University Grants Commission, which enforces its

standards, advises the government, and helps coordinate

between the centre and the state. Accreditation for higher

learning is overseen by 12 autonomous institutions

established by the University Grants Commission.

Conventional assessments in higher education classrooms

are infrequent and constrained, both in their design (e.g.,

essay prompts, multiple-choice questions) and in their

feedback (which is usually delayed and sometimes

subjective). Progress in educational technology can provide

tools for measuring students’ performance on more authentic

tasks, such as engineering design problems and free-form

text answers. Measuring these types of tasks can increase

the relevance and the precision of the results regarding what

students learn, can allow the tailoring of instruction to

specific students’ needs, and can give individualized

feedback across a range of learning issues. In addition, social

interactions have increasingly moved from in-person to

online. Big data can include detailed traces of student-to-

student interactions. By integrating these and other sources

of data, we may be able to measure more complex problem-

solving and collaborative skills. Fulfilling this promise

requires finding ways to analyze complex data from

heterogeneous sources to extract such measurements,

parallel to similar advances already taking place in the

sciences and engineering. Over the past two decades, this

fundamental progress in educational technology has been

combined with its broad-based adoption at scale.4 Digital

assessments allow more direct review of relevant, authentic

performances. Previously, widely available data for large

numbers of students principally came from standardized

exams or standardized research instruments, such as the

Force Concept Inventory in Physics. These assessments are

limited to a short time window; as a result, they contain

either a large number of small problems (which ensures that

the results are precise but generally fail to capture complex

skills requiring more than a minute or two to demonstrate)

or a small number of large problems (which lacks any

precision on a per-student basis).

In contrast, many MOOCs include data from students who

are completing large numbers of complex problems as part

of their regular coursework. For example, 6.002x—the
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first edX/MITx course—used assessments that consisted

entirely of relevant performance tasks. Students completed

design-and-analysis problems that required answers written

as equations, numbers, or circuits. Since these types of

questions have a near-infinite number of possible solutions,

answers cannot be guessed. Students could submit an answer

as many times as necessary in order to gain feedback and

eventually solve a problem. The assessments were time-

consuming: most weeks of the course had just four

assessments, but completing those four required 10–20 hours

of work. Similarly relevant performance assessments have

been used in courses such as chemistry, biology, physics,

and computer science. Such complex assessments, if pooled

for a given student across many courses, can give rich data

about problem-solving skills and collaborative activity.

Furthermore, researchers can collect fine-grained data about

the actions of an individual student. This data can provide

specifics about learning trajectories from both correct and

incorrect answers and about the actions taken to get there.

Extensive research shows differences in the problem-solving

strategies of novices and experts. Experts can chunk

information; for example, an expert looking at an analog

circuit will be able to remember that circuit, whereas a novice

will not, likely leading to differential patterns of behavior

such as scrolling.6 Data from rich assessments may provide

information on the development of such expertise. We can

also record how many times a student flips between pages

of a problem set or looks up equations in a textbook, and

we can then investigate which of these variables contain

data that can act as proxies for expertise. As increased

amounts of digital group work are introduced into courses,

more traces of social activity appear in server log files. These

logs can help to identify students who underperform or over-

perform in group tasks and can directly measure individual

students’ contributions to the group. These systems may

provide enough data to begin to look for specific actions

and patterns that lead to good overall group performance.

Feedback can be provided to students by using these patterns

to improve group performance. Natural language processing

frameworks, such as the open-source edX EASE and

Discern, are still used primarily for short-answer grading,

but they were designed to apply also to the analysis of social

activities, such as emails and forum posts. These frameworks

promise to provide insights into writing processes and group

dynamics. Finally, aside from looking within individual

courses, MOOC data systems allow longitudinal analysis

across a student’s educational trajectory. In most cases, a

single time point does not provide interesting information

about learning. However, reviewing all of the projects over

the duration of a student’s education can provide more

precise estimates of learning and proficiency. Learning

analytics systems are increasingly moving in the direction

of aggregating information from multiple sources across

multiple courses. Open analytics architectures, such as edX

Insights or Tin Can, provide a common data repository for

all of a student’s digital learning activities. Big Data is going

to college. The companies on this list have been developing

innovative higher education analytics apps. Universities are

realizing the importance of harnessing Big Data for the

purposes of helping students to succeed, helping instructors

to know what students still need to learn, analyzing efficiency

in all areas, boosting enrollment, and more.

CourseSmart :

CourseSmart Analytics is an innovative new solution that

measures student engagement with digital course materials

in order to provide administrators and faculty with actionable

insights to help drive retention and outcomes. A centerpiece

of CourseSmart Analytics is the CourseSmart Engagement

Index™, a proprietary algorithm that evaluates student

usage data points and assimilates them into an overall

assessment of students’ engagement with digital material.

Used in conjunction with other key indicators such as class

participation, homework completion, and exam and other

assessment results, CourseSmart Analytics can help improve

student retention and outcomes, and ultimately, their success

in your course or program.

LabStats :

LabStats is the easiest and most economical software

solution for tracking computer usage in colleges and

universities. Designed specifically for networked computer

environments, LabStats provides a simple and customizable

interface to manage every aspect of your computer labs.

Save money, back up funding requests with real data and

take control of your lab with LabStats. LabStats gathers

usage information for every lab machine and stores it

indefinitely in a high-efficiency database. LabStats lets lab

managers view real-time usage charts in a web browser,

rather than relying on lab assistants, manual headcounts

and other homegrown solutions.
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Civitas Learning :

Our platform enables us to ingest data from learning

management systems, student information systems, and other

sources, then build school-specific predictive models that

discover hidden connections and identify key decision points

that affect student success. Our products deliver current,

personalized, data-informed advice to the front lines of

higher education. Students, faculty, advisors, and

administrators interact with these clean, user-friendly apps,

which distill deep analytical insights into straightforward,

actionable guidance. By helping to improve a million small

decisions across a college or university, we enable big

improvements across the institution.

Declara :

At the core of the Declara platform is The CognitiveGraph

a dynamic map of how people learn based on years of

research across hundreds of subjects. The CognitiveGraph

takes every interaction an individual has over the network

— be it access to a blog post, a connection to an expert, or

a posting of “like” — to deliver the right content and the

right learning partners to the right people at just the right

time to radically improve learning outcomes. Using advanced

algorithms and machine learning, the

DeclaraCognitiveGraph™ learns as the user learns.

Knewton :

Knewton is an education technology company that

personalizes digital courses so every student is engaged and

no one slips through the cracks. As students progress through

a Knewton-powered course, Knewton figures out what each

student knows and how that student learns best, then

recommends what to study next. Teachers use Knewton-

powered predictive analytics to detect gaps in knowledge

and differentiate instruction for each student.

Noel-Levitz :

ForecastPlus for Recruitment is a highly advanced

predictive modeling tool for enrollment management.

Powered by customized, multi-variable analyses, it uses your

past enrollment data to predict your future enrollment results.

Proven effective on more than 100 campuses,

ForecastPlus reduces uncertainty and duplication from the

admissions process.

Blackboard Analytics :

Blackboard Analytics for Learn™ combines the extensive

data from Blackboard Learn™ with student and course

attributes from your SIS/ERP to create comprehensive

reports and dashboards for your students, instructors, staff

and leadership. With Blackboard Analytics for Learn, you

have easy, self-service access to data that can help give you

an enterprise-level perspective. Gain insight into user

activity, course design and student grade and learning

outcome data across departments and colleges, enabling you

to improve your use of the Blackboard Learn platform in

support of teaching, learning, and student success.

Desire2Learn Insights :

Desire2Learn Insights™ offers a powerful suite of high-

performance reports, rich data visualizations and predictive

analytic capabilities that enable institutions to discover rich

and meaningful insight about the integrity of their learning

environment and deliver a perceptive, next generation

experience. With the ability to harness the big data available

in your learning environment, Insights’ dynamic, outcomes-

based reports enable key stakeholders to establish, track,

measure and assess achievement across course, program or

institution-level. While your focus for improvement might

be accreditation support, program design and delivery, or

mentoring at-risk learners – whatever the need –

Desire2Learn Insights expertly transforms your learning

environment data into actionable insights that guide new

opportunities for learner and institutional success.

IBM :

A complex world demands skilled and knowledgeable

citizens, yet educational institutions at every level struggle

to graduate students who can meet these requirements. As

costs rise and funding shrinks, educators and administrators

need deeper insight into which approaches work and which

do not. Analytics provides them with the tools to measure

performance and ensure students acquire the skills to

succeed.

PAR Framework by WCET :

The Predictive Analytics Reporting (PAR) Framework is a

multi-institutional data mining collaborative that brings

together 2 year, 4 year, public, proprietary, traditional, and

progressive institutions to collaborate on identifying points

of student loss and to find effective practices that improve
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student retention in U.S. higher education. With sixteen

member institutions, over 1,700,000 anonymized student

records and 8,100,000 institutionally de-identified course

level records, the PAR Framework offers educational

stakeholders a unique multi-institutional lens for examining

dimensions of student success from both unified and

contextual perspectives.

SAP :

Graduate to the next level of performance – with best-in-

class software to help your higher education or research

institution run better. No matter the size of your organization,

we can help boost your international ranking and reputation

through superior research, improved student performance,

and smarter financial management.

iDashboards :

iDashboards Higher Education dashboard software is

providing colleges and universities around the country better

access to their data and greater insight into their key

performance indicators (KPIs). Dashboards are being

utilized to monitor Higher Education KPIs such as

enrolment, accreditation, effectiveness, institutional

research, financials and departmental metrics. Education

Dashboards are customized for each institution taking into

account their data sources and the goals of the institution.

McGraw-Hill Connect :

The first and only analytics tool of its kind, Connect

InsightTM is a series of visual data displays—each framed

by an intuitive question—to provide at-a-glance information

regarding how your class is doing. Initially Connect

InsightTM will provide analysis on five key insights, available

at a moment’s notice from your tablet device.

eBureau :

In the increasingly competitive market for online higher

education, schools must cut through the noise to find and

engage with qualified prospects. Higher education marketers

must drive profitable new student acquisition through cost-

effective investments in online advertising, including cost-

per-lead and display advertising. Using eBureau’s advanced

predictive analytics at the moment of initial inquiry,

marketers can: Lower cost-per-start. Meet and surpass

enrollment goals. Boost conversion rates and improve

customer service. Understand which leads are likely to apply,

enroll, and stay enrolled. After enrollment, eBureau’s big

data and predictive analytics tools can help schools: Identify

retention risk. Locate past students and alumni.

Tableau Software :

Educational institutions have data everywhere: from student

and donor data to classes, faculty and grants. Yale

University, Cornell University, the University of Oxford and

hundreds of other institutions use Tableau for their

institutional research initiatives: Analyze student data:

enrollment statistics, achievement, and demographics. Target

areas of the country for alumni activities and development.

Prepare Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System

(IPEDS) and other reporting.

Jenzabar Analytics :

Better data means better decisions. Jenzabar Analytics puts

the power of actionable intelligence in your hands.

Our robust solution offers a full range of options that can

revolutionize the way that you manage operations and

develop institutional strategy. Jenzabar Analytics provides

configurable dashboards, alerts, reports, and analytics so

you can gain the insight you need to succeed across your

institution.

HCONN :

Enrolment Analytics for Colleges and Universities is an

analytical platform for your institution to increase

educational performance. With access to relevant data from

multiple sources, your organization can make better

decisions by tracking progress against key performance

indicators (KPIs).The Higher Education Analytics tools

enables your organization to analyze and identify higher

performance factors on test scores, analyze and discover

attendance patterns, insight on behavior patterns in relation

to student performance, and gain a 360-degree view of

teacher and student demographics. Colleges and Universities

need to gain comprehensive and in-depth insight on enrolled

students including experience, high school performance,

academic programs, courses, locations, demographic

insights, and external factors on enrolments

Conclusion :

Big data are the recent origin which has emerged due to

various necessities based on the information, knowledge and

wisdom need to varied growing population segments. The

application of big data is tremendous in the modern-
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scientific-ICT era, and the field of higher education is not

the exception to it. The big data are more useful in the field

of higher education in the decision making process towards

policy formulation and programme implementation using

hi-tech teaching, research and development aids. There is a

need to sensitise the importance and benefits of big data

among the higher educational and research institutions and

the learners to a greater extent involving sufficient financial

and technical support from local, national and intentional

sources.
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A startup company is a new venture that aims to meet a

marketplace need by developing or offering an innovative

product, process or service. We often think of entrepreneurs

as larger-than-life characters. They take big risks. They make

their own rules. They innovate and experiment, questioning

things everybody else takes for granted.  As per a report,

India is amongst the five largest startup communities of the

world, and the youngest of all.

In India, Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched “Start-

up India movement “on 16th January, 2016 which unveiled

the action plan for encouraging start-up. He said,

“Successful start-ups are usually created by those who are

driven by an idea, or an urge to solve a problem that people

face. Making money is not the primary objective, but is

often a by-product. Start-up innovators are often driven by

a sense of compassion for others.” The Prime Minister said

he wishes to turn the youth of India from job-seekers to job-

creators. He mentioned some areas where youth innovators

should focus, including crop wastage, and cyber security. 

Highlights of the start-up action plan are: Government of

India has dedicated Start-up fund worth Rs. 10,000 to

promote startups, self-certification based compliance system

for Start-ups would be introduced for 9 labor and

environment laws, no inspection for first 3 years, start-up

entrepreneurs are exempted from paying income tax on their

POWER OF STARTUPS
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 Student of GNIMS, MMS 2nd year, Roll No. 32

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

profit for the first three years, a mobile-app will be provided

for startup registration in one day, simple exit policy for

Startups, simplified IPR applications and eighty percent

exemption in patent fee.

To support startups India has various venture capitalists

like Helion venture partners has funded startup like

Makemystrip, Net ambit etc. Accel Partners ( Flipkart,

Bookmyshow), Sequoia Capital India ( Justdial,

Bankbazaar.com) etc. apart from funding the startups the

venture capitalists also provide expert opinion to the startups

on how to expand their business further.Entrepreneurship

is very important for a developing economy. Firstly, as it

creates job opportunities. Secondly, Entrepreneurship causes

economic growth as people are employed and these results

in creation of wealth for the people and their purchasing

power increases. Thirdly, it promotes Balance

EconomicDevelopment; a start-up which needs low

investment can be easily undertaken in rural and semi-urban

areas as they can take advantage of local resources. This

will also prevent migration of people.Since majority of the

people are living in the rural areas, therefore, more of our

development efforts should be directed towards this sector.

The growth of industries and business in these areas lead to

a large number of public benefits like road transport, health,

education, entertainment, etc. Setting up of more industries

leads to more development of backward regions and thereby

promotes balanced regional development. As my article

concentrates on power of startups I wish to bring out the

following points:

India is supportive of startups: India has emerged as the

third largest startup base and new ventures are poised to

grow 2.2 times to reach 10,500 by 2020 despite a perception

that the ecosystem in the country has slowed down in the

last year, says a Times of India report.India is in the third

position just behind US and UK, and nearly 1,400 new start-

ups are expected by end of 2016, up by 8-10 per cent from

last year, revealed the “Indian Startup Ecosystem Maturing -

2016” report by Nasscom-ZINNOV.The report also finds

that Bengaluru, NCR, and Mumbai continue to lead as the
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major start-up hubs in the country.

Startups mushroom in all sectors: The power of startups

are that they are not tied to heritageof technology domain

alone; they aren’t simply trying to improve an old clunky

system, they reinvent how things are done. To borrow from

Henry Ford, startups invent automobiles, not faster horses.

Startups are also able to be more responsive and innovative,

which enables disruption. Larger companies cannot move

as quickly because there is more process and scrutiny, they

are limited by older technology, and there are often other

competing investments to make. Startups have the flexibility

to build the best product for a market and truly interrupt

the established way of operating.World over a total funding

of approximately USD 4 billion has a count of close to 650

start-ups were funded signifying a healthy growth of the

ecosystem.

Startups are nimble: More established companies often

focus on improving existing products, rooted in established

processes and ways of thinking. Because of this, they will

only ever be able to deliver incremental change. Startups

are truly disorderly because they build technology from the

ground up, without being stuck in the mentality of “this is

how it’s done” or “this is the product we need to improve.”

With startups, customers know that they have cutting-edge

technology. Startups are nimble in their construction, hence

they can be disrupted and rebuilt easily than established

companies. This is certainly a big power of them.

Built for specific functions: Startups are lean in size; they

have limited headcount and budgets, so they hyper-focus

on building products that serve one industry or business

function. Larger organizations compete across verticals and

functions. In fact this is the need of the hour. Startups can

focus specifically on building solutions that address concerns

for one business function, so customers know they have a

best-of-breed solution.

Quick implementation: Startups are flexible in the initial

phase without many constraints they are therefore able to

quickly deliver powerful services to new customers. While

there may be some minor conformations up front, it is a

much simpler process which helps customers realize the

value of their investment much sooner. They people working

in the startups are eager to make their presence felt, they

put their all efforts in building their business hence

implementations of strategies are faster in startups.

The Government’s ‘Make in India’ initiative has set the

momentum for promotion of startups.As we all

know, Startup India is a much appreciated, much needed

and an innovative initiative of the Government of India for

encouraging people for startup in India and thus to invite

them in country’s main economy stream in order to form

better and strong economy. The campaign is equally

ambitious as Make in India program. Currently the core

focused segments in Startup India are technology &

digitalization in the area of agriculture, manufacturing,

social sectors, education & healthcare sectors. India’s large

demographics availability is itself a huge opportunity for

any business segment trying to establish a dominating

position in the global market. Hence any multinational

company, who wants to become a trend setter in upcoming

time, has to have presence in India.  So, startups and

entrepreneurs in India have a huge home advantage and

opportunities in this scenario.

In the last couple of years, easy accessibility of funds for

entrepreneurs to start new businesses has been one of the

focus areas for the Narendra Modi-led government at the

Centre. At SEBI, raised the total number of angel investors

who can now invest in a startup company to 200 from 49. It

also reduced the minimum investment amount to Rs 25 lakh

from Rs 50 lakh earlier. The regulator also said that an

investment by an angel fund would be locked-in for one

year, down from three years earlier.

To conclude it can be said that our nation is poised to

entrepreneurial environment in true sense. Government is

encouraging people to start doing business and the steps

that are being taken for it which is actually good for bright
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future of India startup industry. And this will certainly boost

Indian economy as well as GDP in upcoming decade.
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Pew Research Center is a nonpartisan fact tank that informs

the public about the issues, attitudes and trends shaping

America and the world. They conduct public opinion polling,

demographic research, content analysis and other data-driven

social science research. The center does not take policy

positions. One of the Pew research study in December 2012

established that nearly 45% of the Indian web users connect

on social media to discuss politics. People particularly youth

are staying updated with the news through social media. By

the exposure to the abundant information every day, the

youth are getting more engaged in politics. They are debating,

expressing their views on politics through social media.

Many of the politicians are staying close to people through

social media.

Young minds are vulnerable. They get captivated towards

new things and happenings around them. Earlier the political

discussions were limited to middle aged and old people but

now youth is also involved in political discussions and social

media is a platform for all the youth to share and express

their views.

Digital promotion is the use of one or more forms of

electronic media to market or advertise a product or

brand. Marketing or advertisingplatforms that may be used

can include social media, electronic billboards, mobile

phones and tablets. Digital promotion is generally used as a

part of a company or organizations digital marketing

strategy implemented to increase sales of a product or service

and or to drive awareness of the brand to a larger audience.

DIGITAL MEDIA FOR BUSINESS PROMOTION
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This is predominantly done through social media and search

engine marketing.The term digital promotion was first

introduced and used loosely in the 1990s with the

development of the internet and the creation of search engines

such as Yahoo in 1994 and Google in 1998. Within five

years Digital promotion for business had dramatically

increased globally.

Digital marketers help in promoting and building awareness,

providing research to prospects, and driving qualified

prospects to conversions. Their job is not all that easy

because there are too many newer platforms emerging and

each one comes with its complexities. It involves huge

volume of data and streaming process of the data which

contains diversified buyers, diversified marketers and a range

of marketing channels. Sending the right message to the

right buyer at the right time is a big responsibility. And let’s

not forget the customer has exposure to more than data he

can chew.

Digital media is so invasive that consumers have access to

information any time and any place they want it. It is

therefore a tricky thing to use segmenting, targeting and

positioning. The marketers cannot promote only what they

want their customers to know. Digital media is an ever-

growing resource of entertainment, news, shopping and

social interaction, and consumers are now exposed not just

to what the company wants to say about their brand, but

what the media, rivals, friends, family, peers, etc., are saying

as well. And they are more likely to believe them than the

marketer. People want brands they can trust, companies that

they know of, communications that are personalized and

relevant and which is offered in tailored formats to their

needs and preferences.

Using digital marketing without a strategic approach is still

customary. Many of the companies use digital media in a

good way by using email or social media marketing on their

own. But larger organizations need better governance and

strategies while using social media; smaller companies can

manage on their own.
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The larger companies need creation of digital plans in two

stages. Initially a separate digital marketing plan needs to

be created. This is useful to get conformity and buy-ins by

showing the opportunities and problems and map out a path

through setting goals and specific strategies for digital

including how they would incorporate digital marketing into

other business activities. At a later stage, digital becomes

integrated into the firm’s marketing strategy which is a core

activity – a usual business process that does not warrant

separate planning, except for the strategy.

Some companies which use digital marketing very well are:

Nike: This Company used a major sporting event to

surround their social media campaign. They skipped the

high profile athletes of the 2012 Olympics and instead

featured the average Olympic athletes. Nike gained 166,718

facebook fans during the London Olympics. Nike has been

able to evolve its global presence through the careful

selection of international sponsorships such as its previous

long-standing relationship with Manchester United.

 Although sponsorship spending could be fairly

unpredictable demand costs surged due to triggers like

championships and tournaments. Nike has used such events

to capture the attention of a global audience.

Similarly, Heinz primarily, uses Facebook to launch new

products, like their 5-bean blend. They created a game where

the person answered a series of questions, which was like a

personality test. The results were given in types of beans.

Personalized beans were sent to five winners every hour. If

you shared the app with ten people, you received one goodie

bag. Coupons were also offered.

Digital marketers examine things like what is being viewed,

how often and for how long, sales conversions, what content

works and doesn’t work, etc. While the Internet is, perhaps,

the channel most closely associated with digital marketing,

others include wireless text messaging, mobile instant

messaging, mobile apps, podcasts, electronic billboards,

digital television and radio channels, etc.

The thumb rule in digital marketing is that it’s not enough

to for a company to just know their customers; they must

know them better than anybody else so that they can

communicate with them where, when and how they are most

amenable to their messages. To have the customer’s profile

and what they like and dislike the marketers need a

consolidated view of customer preferences and expectations

across all channels. These channels are web, social media,

mobile, direct mail, point of sale, online sellers etc.

Marketers can use this information to create and anticipate

constant, coordinated customer experiences that will move

customers along in the buying cycle. The deeper the insight

into customer behavior and preferences, the more likely the

marketers can engage them in lucrative interactions. It

requires hand’s on experience of buyer behavior.

There are many digital marketing methods that business

owners and digital marketers can use to promote their

brands, products and services through their websites. Some

of these are paid advertising and promotion channels that

are guaranteed to get you highly targeted results in the

shortest span of time. There are however, free online

marketing tools that people can use to promote and drive

traffic to their websites.A survey tells us that, online users

allocate up to 21.3% of their time online checking their

status, sharing photos, and liking posts on social media sites. 

Intensified competition is creating havoc in market.

Established brands are facing intense competition from

domestic and foreign brands, which is resulting in rising

promotion costs and shrinking profit margins. They are being

further knocked by powerful retailers who command limited

shelf space and are putting out their own store brands in

competition with national brands. For example in India, on

an average, regional brands are approximately 40% cheaper

than national brands and, in that sense, cater to the value

segment. These small and medium brands have been giving

sleepless nights to their multinational counterparts, be it a

Cavinkare in the South, or a Ghadi detergent in UP or

WaghBakri tea in the West. Small and regional brands score

because they are often close to the market, they respond

faster to changes and are willing to learn from their mistakes.

Most of the regional brands have made their transition from

Local to National brands and international brands.

These statistics are the reason why digital promotion is

considered to be essential in the modern world especially
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with the ability to access the internet from mobiles phones

while consumers are on the go. Research shows that 48.8%

of mobile phone users are accessing the internet on their

devices and that statistic is predicted to grow by a further

20% by the year 2019, which can explain the push of

advertising and promotions on mobile devices such as

cellphones and tablets due to the change in the behavior of

consumers due to spending more time online visiting digital

platforms.

About 79% consumers use digital media to help them with

shopping. While 70% of us use digital media while we are

in the store. We use it to find retailers, compare prices, get

coupons, read reviews and to see if somethings in stock.

Nearly 74% of shoppers made a purchase as a result of the

information got from the social media.

As we search for everything from product reviews, to travel

info and other trivia,71% of us search because we saw an

advertisement mainly on our phones. Social media is not

only a highly effective tool for connecting and interacting

with highly targeted audiences in a more personal and social

level, it also made it quite easy for high-quality content you

share to get even more reach with the use of social sharing

buttons.
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